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Teen Questionnaire Discussion

Video Example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c_uddHJbwg

Questions for main group discussion

What did you like or dislike about the way the facilitator guides the conversation?
What would you do differently?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2c_uddHJbwg
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Break Out Activity #1 Pros and Cons
(20 mins ) Facilitators should help guide clients through the pros and cons of using alcohol and
drugs and then the pros and cons of reducing/quitting usage.
Role Play: switch roles  at least 2x
1 Person play the Facilitator
1 Person play the Student
1 Person Observe

** Before jumping into pros and cons it will be helpful to get familiar with the questionnaire
above and role play going over questions 1,3, 5, 9 and 15. Give each other a few minutes to
look it over and let the youth think about how they would answer those questions in this
scenario

Facilitator: role play going over the pros and cons of use with the student. Remember to use
reflective listening, be non-judgemental and get to know the student. You can ask some of the
questions from the earlier questionnaire if it is helpful to jumpstart the conversation.

Tips
● Ask clarifying questions, probing questions to gain understanding of response
● Summarize what client is saying to check for understanding
● Allow for time to brainstorm, a pause is okay

Examples of open ended questions that can help to facilitate the conversation:
● What concerns do you (does your parents, significant other, friends etc.) have about your

drug use?
● How has this caused trouble for you?
● If you could wave a magic wand and make one thing better in your life, what would it be?
● How does your drug use impact (whatever they want to be different in their life)

Example of Reflection:
Reflect what ct is saying even if you disagree. For example the student says: “My teacher is so
stupid. They are suspending me for no reason.”
Reflection can be: “You feel really angry at your teacher and that you are being unfairly
suspended”

Student: (think about a student or students you have worked with and how they might respond)
Before going over the pros and cons look over the questionnaire and think about how your
student you are role playing would answer and role play being the student referred to TI and
responding to the facilitator.

Observer: Notice what the facilitator is doing well

For your debrief in the breakout:
What was it like to be the youth?
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What did it feel like to be the clinician?
As the observer, what did you notice that would be helpful to think about in your own practice?

Large Group Conversation Questions:

What do you anticipate to be challenging about going over the pros and with youth and
having these conversations?

What do you think is helpful to remember and think about as a facilitator in these
conversations?

What do you think the experience is like for young people to be filling out these questions
and having this conversation?
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Break Out Activity #2 Triggers and Cravings
In your break out rooms, alternate between the youth client, facilitator, and observer.

(20 mins) Exercise 3: Triggers and Cravings (forms above) Follow the storyline of your
previous role play for the Pros and Cons.

Facilitator: Guide the student through the Triggers and Cravings worksheets to gather their
perspectives.

Use one of the reasons mentioned to build a scenario where the teen might be tempted to use
alcohol and other drugs. Role-play the situation, and ask the teen what he/she/they could do
instead. For the purpose of this training, talk about the triggers and cravings without needing to
record. If it is helpful for your process, feel free to have a document open where you can take
your own notes. For example, making a copy of this Guide for your notes.

For example, if Elizabeth mentioned that using alcohol/drugs helps with making her feel relaxed,
Jessica could mention a scenario that involves problem solving with alternatives to
alcohol/drugs… say you have an important exam coming up at school that’s causing you stress,
what could you do instead to help yourself relax before the exam? Continue to ask probing/
clarifying questions to really prepare the teen for a scenario or situation that may be similar

Student: from your student’s perspective, identify the reason(s) for the teen’s alcohol or other
drug use and share out loud with the facilitator, continue to engage in the role play.

Observer: Notice what the facilitator is doing well and how the student responds

For your debrief in the breakout:
What was it like to be the youth?
What did it feel like to be the facilitator?
As the observer, what did you notice that would be helpful to think about in your own practice?

Large Group Conversation Questions:

What do you think is helpful to remember and think about as a facilitator in these
conversations?

What do you think the experience is like for young people to be filling out these questions
and having this conversation?
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Break Out Activity #3 Ready to Change & Establishing Goals

(20 mins) Exercise 4 & 5: Ready to Change & Established Goals

Student: Look at the Ready to Change worksheet and identify where you are at on the scale
and which sentence best represents how you feel after the conversations you have been having
around the pros and cons of your use.

Facilitator: This is a space for the teen to explore their goals for the next 7-10 days as well as
anticipate the obstacles; the alternative section is a space to explore a back-up plan. Ask
clarifying questions to get the teen to think about the details of these goals. When it comes to
listing people or activities that might provide support for these goals, always offer yourself as a
support. Remember that a teen may not be ready to make a big change. Sometimes a goal to
work on is becoming more aware of their own substance use and the teen may be willing to
journal their feelings in relation to their use, start to track how often and how much they are
using, etc.

Observer: What did the facilitator do well?

Before ending out Teen Session 1, make sure to review the Advantages of Not Using Alcohol
and Other Drugs (end of Teen Session 1), and highlight the reasons that mainly apply to the
teen.

Feedback/Discussion (we will be sharing out once we get back to the main room)
Facilitator perspective: How did that feel? What would you do differently
Youth Client perspective: How did that feel?
Observer perspective: Thoughts/Comments? What did you notice that would be helpful to think

about in your own practice?

Large Group Conversation Questions:

What are your thoughts on Teen Session 1?
Are there challenges you anticipate in being able to implement this with youth in your site?
What are the ways you see being able to put this into practice at your site?
What do you feel you need support with to be able to implement this at your site? (MI skills,

provider buy in, etc.)

Any questions to make sure we cover tomorrow?
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Break Out Activity Session 2 #1 Review Pros and Cons and Goals
(15 Minutes)
Student: Reflect on your time since you last met with the facilitator and what your
student’s story is
Facilitator: Have the previously listed goals and pros and cons available to you and
fresh in your mind. This session is very conversational. It is important to use the MI
skills of reinforcing change talk and continuing to reflect on ambivalence.
Part 1
Have a conversation with the student about the pros and cons of their use and if
anything has changed or if they have noticed anything different since you last met with
them.
Do you have any more pros for not using? Any more cons for using or not using?
If the teen did reduce their use in the last week, ask them about any pros and cons they
experienced due to reduced use.

Part 2
Check in with the student on how they did with their goals.
Example: What steps have you taken towards the goals we came up with the last time
we met? You also thought about people and things that would help with these goals. Did
they help and how or not?
Did anything get in the way of your goals? Where do you want to go next? Stay the
same, take it to another level, or go slower?
Take some time to address any obstacles that got in the way of their goals.

Part 3
Go over the Ready to Change worksheet again and have the student identify where
they are at today. Reflect back to them what they say.
Establish ongoing goals the student wants to engage in.

Observer: Notice what the facilitator does well and how the student responds.

For your debrief in the breakout:
What was it like to be the youth?
What did it feel like to be the clinician?
As the observer, what did you notice that would be helpful to think about in your own practice?

Large Group Conversation Questions:
What do you think is helpful to remember and think about as a facilitator in these
conversations?
What do you think the experience is like for young people to be filling out these
questions and having this conversation?
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Break Out Activity Day 2 #2 Skill Building

(20 mins) Choose one of the three Skill Building Exercises from above and role play in your
breakout room. If time allows, switch between the facilitator, student, and observer. Focus on
practicing the skills you feel are most effective for successfully completing the activity.
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Activity #3 Parent/Guardian Session 3

Large Group Conversation

What are challenges you anticipate in parent/guardian sessions?

What are things you find helpful in having challenging conversations with caregivers?

What do you think would be helpful about TI parent sessions?

What do you feel you would need to be able to implement TI parent sessions?
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Tobacco Session Exercise Packet
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Break Out Planning

Think about implementing TI at your own site.

What players do you need to involve?

What else do you need to feel able to make this happen?


